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Introduction

Measurement of the reactor antineutrino fluxes (and spectra) is important 

• For fundamental physics: Oscillation parameters (θ12, θ13, Δm221, Δm231), sterile neutrinos?

• For applied physics: Benchmark our prediction models (or provide data-driven prediction)
Historically moving from:

• Total flux measurement

• Isotopic flux measurement

• Isotopic spectrum (&flux) measurement
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Reactor Antineutrino Production
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Reactor antineutrinos produced in β decays 
of the neutron-rich fission daughter

• Only electron antineutrinos
Commercial reactors

• Low-enriched uranium fuel (LEU)

• Fission of four main isotopes 235U, 238U, 239Pu, 241Pu

• About 1021 ν/s
Research reactors

• Highly enriched fuel (HEU)

• Fission of 235U only

• About 1019 ν/s
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Primary detection method - Inverse beta decay (IBD)

• Used for almost 70 years now

• Coincidence between prompt and delayed signal hugely 
suppress the background

Reaction embedded how we report reactor antineutrino flux

• So-called IBD yield (σ) - number of antineutrinos per fission 
weighted by the IBD cross section

Reactor Antineutrino Detection
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Inverse beta decay candidates selection

IBD selection
• Remove flashing PMT events

• Prompt Energy Cut: 0.7 MeV < Ep < 12 : MeV

• Delayed Energy Cut: 6 MeV < Ep < 12 : MeV

• Coincidence Time Cut: 1 µs < �t < 200 µs

• Multiplicity Cut: prompt and delayed signals
isolated

• Muon Veto:
-Water pool muon (nPmt > 12): 0.6 ms
-AD muon (E > 20 MeV): 1 ms
-AD shower muon (E > 2.5 GeV): 1 s

Detection method
⌫̄e + p ! e+ + n

30 µs n + Gd ! Gd⇤ ! Gd + �s (8 MeV)

200 µs n + H ! D + � (2.22 MeV)
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Summation results

TAGS measurements have improved situation dramatically

Estienne+, PRL 2019
25

Talk by L. Hayen
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Total Reactor Antineutrino Flux and RAA
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Historically, the most precise measurements of the total reactor antineutrino flux (four main 
isotopes) was done at commercial reactors (Bugey-4, Double Chooz, Daya Bay, …)
Deficit in the total measured flux w.r.t. the classical Huber+Mueller et al. (HM) prediction  
led to the so-called Reactor Antineutrino Anomaly (RAA) in 2011

Might be explained by the existence of light sterile neutrino mixing mν~1 eV
Total flux measurement cannot not distinguish between sterile neutrinos and inaccurate prediction

• More information from the measurement of fluxes by isotopes

~5% deficit

Phys. Rev. C 84, 024617
Phys. Rev. C 83, 054615
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Isotopic Flux Measurement at HEU Reactors

Experiments such as STEREO, PROSPECT, SoLid
Advantages

• HEU reactors - isotopic measurement per se, fuel only 235U

• On-off reactor period

• Close to a reactor allows to explore ~1 eV sterile neutrinos
Challenges w.r.t. LEU reactor experiments

• Lower statistics

• Non-fission antineutrinos

• More background from being closer to the surface  
and reactor itself
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PROSPECT @ HFIR

STEREO @ ILL
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The STEREO Experiment (as an Example)

Segmented Gd-doped liquid scintillator experiment
Located ~10 m from the 58 MWth reactor at ILL
Knowing the detection efficiency and background rates 
crucial to get your yield right

• Energy calibration not so important for the flux measurement 
(depending on your selection cuts)

Used techniques to measure and suppress the background

• On-off reactor period

• Pulse shape discrimination
Proper estimation of the (delayed IBD) neutron efficiency 
using an Am-Be neutron source

• Still the largest systematics
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EXTENDED DATA FIG. 7. Neutron efficiency. Top panels: neutron efficiency "n obtained with the Am-Be source as function of (a)
horizontal and (b) vertical position for phase-II (red) and phase-III (blue). Measurements (circles) are performed in cells 1, 2, 4, 5 and 6 at
heights Z =10 cm, 30 cm, 45 cm, 60 cm and 80 cm. Simulated efficiencies obtained for the same positions are shown as triangles. A 3D
spatial model is fitted and gives a continuous description of the efficiency in the detector: "datan (X,Y, Z) (solid lines) and "MC

n (X,Y, Z)
(dashed lines). Bottom panels: the coefficient cn = "datan /"MC

n is used to correct for efficiency biases due to neutron simulation imperfections.
It is consistent with a constant function of X and a 2nd order polynomial in Z; the difference in the integrated cn coming from the choice of a
(X,Y, Z) model for cn is considered as systematic uncertainty.

Nature 613, 257 (2023)
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STEREO Result

The most precise measurement from HEU reactors

• Precision ~2.2%
Measured yield lower than Huber + Mueller at al. 
model prediction

• Deficit of 5.5% goes along with RAA
No sterile neutrino mixing signal observed  
(based on the spectrum measurement)
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EXTENDED DATA FIG. 10. Antineutrino yield of 235U fission. Overview of the measured antineutrino flux from pure fission of 235U
(highly enriched nuclear fuel) relative to the HM model. For a direct comparison of data from different detectors with different thresholds
and resolutions, the quantity of interest is the ratio of the measured to expected cross sections per fission, �f . �f is defined as the integral
of antineutrino spectrum multiplied by the IBD cross section. The measurement by STEREO is the most accurate to date and found to be in
excellent agreement with the world average. For comparison, we also display the measurement from Daya Bay and RENO with commercial
reactors (lowly enriched nuclear fuel, green) although it relies on reactor evolution simulations to separate the contribution of 235U from other
isotopes.
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Nature 613, 257 (2023)

Hope to see PROSPECT here one day :)
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Fuel Evolution in LEU Reactors

Constantly getting neutrinos from all four isotopes 235U, 238U, 239Pu, 241Pu - separation possible due 
to the fuel composition evolution 

In reality, we extract dominant contributions of 235U and 239Pu while  
having conservative uncertainties on the 238U and 241Pu

• In some analyses, we  
combine 239Pu+241Pu  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sisting of a prompt e+ candidate with reconstructed energy
Ep ⇡ E⌫ � 0.8 MeV between 0.7 and 12 MeV and a delayed
candidate from neutron capture on gadolinium in the target
with 6-12 MeV reconstructed energy [20]. An IBD candidate
set was required to be isolated in time from cosmogenic muon
activity or any other AD triggers. This selection produced a
set of about 1,198,000 and 1,025,000 IBD candidates from
EH1 and EH2, respectively.

Accidental time coincidences of uncorrelated triggers, the
dominant background in all ADs, contribute a rate of ⇠1% the
size of the IBD signal. To account for the <10% variations in
the rate of this background with time, it was calculated and
subtracted week by week for each AD. The remaining back-
grounds, which contribute ⇠0.5% of IBD candidates, were
subtracted assuming no time variation in shape or normaliza-
tion.

The spectrum of reactor antineutrinos with energy E⌫ de-
tected by an AD at time t is expected to be

d2N(E⌫ , t)

dE⌫dt
= Np�(E⌫)"

6X

r=1

P (E⌫ , Lr)

4⇡L2
r

d2�r(E⌫ , t)

dE⌫dt
(1)

where Np is the number of target protons, �(E⌫) is the IBD
reaction cross section, " is the efficiency of detecting IBDs,
Lr is the distance between the centers of the AD and the r-th
core, and P (E⌫ , Lr) is the survival probability due to neutrino
oscillation from core r. The sum in r is taken over the six reac-
tor cores present at Daya Bay. The term d2�r(E⌫ , t)/dE⌫dt
is the antineutrino spectrum from the r-th reactor core:

d2�r(E⌫ , t)

dE⌫dt
=

Wth,r(t)

Er(t)

X

i

fi,r(t)si(E⌫)c
ne
i (E⌫) + sSNF(E⌫),

(2)
where the index i runs over the four primary fission isotopes
(235U, 238U, 239Pu, and 241Pu), Wth(t) is the reactor ther-
mal power, fi(t) is the fraction of fissions from isotope i,
Er(t) =

P
i fi,r(t)ei is the core’s average energy released

per fission due to the average energy release ei from each fis-
sion isotope, and si(E⌫) is the ⌫̄e energy spectrum per fission.
All other fission isotopes contribute <0.3% to the total an-
tineutrino flux [2], and are neglected in this analysis. The cor-
rection cnei (E⌫) accounts for reactor nonequilibrium effects of
long-lived fission fragments, and sSNF(E⌫) is the contribution
from nearby spent nuclear fuel; both of these quantities are
treated as time independent, an assumption that has a negligi-
ble impact on the analysis.

The evolution of the antineutrino flux and spectrum was
studied as a function of the effective fission fractions Fi(t)
viewed by each AD:

Fi(t) =
6X

r=1

Wth,r(t)p̄rfi,r(t)

L2
rEr(t)

� 6X

r=1

Wth,r(t)pr
L2
rEr(t)

. (3)

The mean survival probability p̄r, calculated by integrating
the flux- and cross-section-weighted oscillation survival prob-
ability of antineutrinos from core r over E⌫ , is treated as time
independent. The four effective fission fractions F235, F238,
F239, and F241, corresponding to the 235U, 238U, 239Pu, and

241Pu isotopes respectively, sum to unity at all times for any
AD. The definition in Eq. 3 allows the expression of the mea-
sured IBD yield per nuclear fission �f as a simple sum of IBD
yields from the individual isotopes, �f =

P
i Fi�i. Weekly

effective fission fraction values for each detector were pro-
duced using thermal power and fission fraction data for each
core, which were provided by the power plant and validated
by the Collaboration using the APOLLO2 reactor modeling
code [2]. The baselines and the mean survival probabilities
used are the same as in Ref. [20], while ei values were taken
from Ref. [21].

FIG. 1. Top: Weekly effective 239Pu fission fractions F239 (defined
in Eq. 3) for the EH1 and EH2 ADs based on input reactor data.
Bottom: Effective fission fractions for the primary fission isotopes
versus F239. Each data point represents an average over periods of
similar F239 from the top panel.

Throughout the Letter, changes in the IBD yield and spec-
trum per fission will be represented as a function of the ef-
fective fission fraction F239, which increases as nearby reac-
tors’ fuel cycles progress. At the beginning of each core’s
fuel cycle, when 1/3 (1/4) of the fuel rods in the Daya Bay
(Ling Ao) cores are fresh, 239Pu fission fractions f239 are
⇠15%. This fraction then rises to ⇠40% by the end of the
cycle. Effective 239Pu fission fractions F239 are shown for
the EH1 and EH2 ADs in Fig. 1. The F239 values for ADs
at the same EH are identical to <0.1%. Periods of constant
positive slope correspond to continuous running and evolu-
tion of fuel in the cores, while sharp drops in F239 correspond
to the shut-down and start-up of a reactor. For EH1 (EH2),
⇠80% of the antineutrinos originate from the two Daya Bay
(four Ling Ao) cores. As ADs receive fluxes from multiple
cores with differing fuel compositions, variations in the effec-
tive fission fractions at an AD are smaller than variations in
the fission fractions within a single core. The relationships
between F239 and the effective fission fractions of the other
fissioning isotopes for the same dataset are shown in the bot-

Chinese Physics C Vol. XX, No. X (201X) XXXXXX

ment into the reactor core, defined as

burn-up⌘ W ·D
MU in

, (2)

where W is the average power of the fuel element, D
is the days since the fuel element begins to burn in the
core, and MU in is the initial uranium mass of the fuel
element. The unit of burn-up is MW · day · tonU

�1. A
similar quantity, cycle burn-up, is used to describe the
aging of the whole reactor core in a refueling cycle. Cycle
burn-up can also be calculated using Eq. 2, where W , D,
and MU in in this case represent the total nuclear power
of the reactor core, the days since the beginning of the
refueling cycle, and the initial uranium mass of all the
fuel elements in the reactor core.
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Fig. 3. An example of the reactor core map of fuel
elements with di↵erent burn-up (unit: GW ·day ·
ton�1) shown in color scale at the end of a refu-
eling cycle.

In reactors, electron antineutrinos are emitted pri-
marily from the fissions of four isotopes: 235U, 238U,
239Pu, and 241Pu. Fissions of other isotopes contribute
less than 0.3%. Fissions of 238U are only induced by
fast neutrons, while fissions of the other three isotopes
are mainly induced by thermal neutrons. Fresh fuel el-
ements contain only uranium isotopes. The plutonium
isotopes are gradually generated through neutron cap-
tures on 238U and subsequent neutron captures and beta
decays of its successor isotopes.

Fuel evolution is a dynamic process related to many
factors such as power, neutron flux, fuel composition,
type and position of fuel elements, and boron concentra-
tion. For safe operation of the reactors, NPPs do cal-
culations and simulations of the fuel evolution in every

refueling cycle by considering all of the factors above.
These detailed simulations are performed by validated
and licensed commercial software. The simulation pack-
age used by the Daya Bay NPP is SCIENCE, which
was developed by CEA, France. It uses the APOLLO2
code [40] as the core component. The simulation results
are provided to the Daya Bay collaboration in a table
which uses cycle burn-up as the index. The fission frac-
tions are provided by the simulation in the form of fi(�),
where fi is the fission fraction of isotope i, and � is the
cycle burn-up. Figure 4 shows an example of the fission
fraction evolution as a function of cycle burn-up within
a refueling cycle [41].
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Fig. 4. Fission fractions of isotopes in reactor core
D1 as a function of cycle burn-up from a simula-
tion of a complete refueling cycle. Other isotopes
contribute less than 0.3%.

The APOLLO2 code is widely used for cross section
generation and neutron transport calculations in com-
mercial reactor cores. It adopts rigorous methodology
for its validation, including comparison with the refer-
ence calculation using the same nuclear data libraries,
and with the experimental measurements [40]. Measure-
ments of spent fuel isotopic content were made and com-
pared with the results calculated using the APOLLO2
code [42]. The comparison shows that the measurement-
model deviations are less than 5%. Therefore, the uncer-
tainty of the calculated fission fraction is conservatively
estimated to be 5% for each isotope.

The NPPs also provide 3D core simulation results for
di↵erent burn-up stages, which enable an investigation
of the spatial distribution of the antineutrino production
inside the core. The reactor can be considered as a point
source of ⌫̄e for the Daya Bay experiment because the fuel
elements are symmetrically arranged in the reactor core
as shown in Fig 3. The relative di↵erence between treat-
ing the reactor as a point source and as a finite source is
negligible and the variation of the e↵ective fission center
in the reactor is estimated to be 2 cm horizontally. The

010201-6
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Isotopic Flux Measurement at LEU Reactors

Experiments such as Daya Bay, RENO, NEOS, 
etc.

• DYB&RENO - primary purpose to measure θ13

Advantages

• High statistics - permits the fuel evolution study

• (Mostly) reasonable overburden
Challenges w.r.t. HEU reactor experiments

• Antineutrinos from all four isotopes 

• More than one reactor in the vicinity

• Usually no (full) on-off reactor period
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Daya Bay

17.4 GWth

Near
2×2×20 t

Far
4×20 t

RENO
16.8 GWth

Far
8 t

Near
16 t

Far
16 t

Power
[GWth]

GdLS mass  
Near/Far [t]

Distance 
Near/Far [m]

Overburden
[mwe]

Daya Bay 17.4 2×2×20
4×20

365, 490
1650

250
860

RENO 8.5 16
16

290
1380

120
450

NEOS 2.8 0.8 24 20

NEOS
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The Daya Bay Experiment (as an Example)

Eight functionally identical three-zone liquid scintillator detectors
Placed in water pools at three underground experimental halls
Located ~350-1900 m from the six 2.9 GWth reactors at Daya Bay 
and Ling Ao nuclear power plants
Low-background experiment with B/S < 2%
Precise determination of the (delayed IBD) neutron efficiency during 
a special campaign using an Am-Be and Am-C neutron sources

• Neutron efficiency improved

• Number of target protons 
dominates the systematics
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(a)AmBe excited state at r=1.35 m and z=-1.35 m
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FIG. 6. Delayed energy spectra of neutron sources at
two calibration locations for data and simulation and the
corresponding residual plots (MC-data). Two MC models,
b-1 (best fit) and e-1 (rejected), are overlaid. Normalization
is determined using the integral between 1.5 and 12 MeV.
The di↵erence of relative gadolinium/hydrogen capture ratio
between sub-figure (a) and (b) is due to the relative position
to the GdLS volume. In (b), a weak signal of neutron capture
on carbon can be seen. In (b), a mismatch of the energy scales
of data and MC at nH peak is observed, but our selection cut
e�ciency is not sensitive to the di↵erence.

from 81.61% (model c-1) to 82.55% (model a-4), and
that from model b-1 is 81.75%. Instead of taking the
prediction as is, one can translate the data and MC
di↵erence in F to a correction to "n, since the two
are intrinsically correlated (linear to the lowest order)
through the neutron and gamma models mentioned
above. In mathematical form, for the ith SLP, we have

"n = ci · (Fdata,i � FMC,best,i) + "MC,best, (6)
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FIG. 7. Upper panel: The measured and best MC model
(b-1) values of F for AmC and AmBe (ground and excited
states) neutrons at three calibration axes and di↵erent z
positions. The model spread of F , maximumminus minimum,
for each source-location point are also shown. The results at
z=-1.45 m and -1.6 m are plotted together as are 1.5 m and
1.6 m. Lower three panels: The di↵erence of data and best
MC in F along the three vertical calibration axes, with the
data and MC uncertainties combined. The gray bars indicate
the spread of the twelve reasonable MC models relative to the
best model.

where "MC,best is the neutron detection e�ciency given by
the best MCmodel. ci characterizes the linear correlation
between Fi and "n, and can be estimated through a
linear regression (fit) using predicted values of "n and
Fi from all 20 MC models. This procedure is illustrated
in Figure 8. The eight rejected models were also included
here by default as larger variations in "n and F are
allowed. Excluding them from the fit does not change
the result (See Figure 8 for an example). In addition
to "n determined from 59 individual SLPs, a multiple
regression procedure was also applied to model the linear
relation between "n and F from a set of SLPs. Taking
all values of corrected "n into account, a shift of �0.27%
with a standard deviation of 0.47% was obtained, relative
to that from the best model (81.75%). The standard
deviation of 0.47% is consistent with the model spread
on "n.

Aside from the model uncertainties, other systematic

20 t of Gd-doped 
liquid scintillator

22 t of scintillator

40 t of mineral oil

PMTs

Automated Calibration Units

CPC, 2017, 41(1)
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Total IBD yield evolution observed as a function of 
239Pu fission fraction
Linear fit to get the average IBD yield σ and the slope 
of the evolution (dσ/F9)/σ

• Both quantities are not compatible the HM model

• But agree with a summation model (SM2018)
Evolution used to extract individual isotopic yields for 
235U and 239Pu 

• 239Pu agrees with the HM model

• 7.8% deficit in 235U (5.5% @ STEREO) 
➔ Primary contributor to RAA

Unequal deficit weakens the sterile neutrino  
hypothesis (but cannot lead to the discovery)
RENO results consistent, NEOS a bit different 
(despite being at one of RENO's core)

Daya Bay Results
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5

spectively, are incompatible at 2.6� confidence level.
The evolution of Daya Bay’s IBD yield pictured in Fig. 2

was also used to measure the individual IBD yields of 235U
and 239Pu. For each F239 bin a in Fig. 2, the measured IBD
yield can be described as

�a
f =

X

i

F a
i �i, (5)

where F a
i are the effective fission fractions for each isotope,

and �i is the IBD yield from that isotope. Measurements from
all bins can be summarized with the matrix equation

�f = F�, (6)

where �f is an eight-element vector of the measured IBD
yields, � is a vector containing the IBD yields of the four fis-
sion isotopes, and F is a 8⇥4 matrix containing fission frac-
tions for the data in each F239 bin. This matrix equation was
used to construct a �2 test statistic

�2 = (�f � F�)>V�1(�f � F�), (7)

which allows a scan over the full � parameter space. The
matrix V is a covariance matrix containing the previously dis-
cussed statistical, reactor, and detector uncertainties, and their
correlation between measurements �f .

FIG. 3. Combined measurement of 235U and 239Pu IBD yields per
fission �235 and �239. The red triangle indicates the best fit �235

and �239, while green contours indicate two-dimensional 1�, 2� and
3� allowed regions. Contours utilize theoretically predicted IBD
yields for the subdominant isotopes 241Pu and 238U as indicated in
the lower left panel. Predicted values and 1� allowed regions based
on the Huber-Mueller model are also shown in black. The top and
side panels show one-dimensional ��2 profiles for �235 and �239,
respectively.

In order to break the degeneracy from contributions of
the two minor fission isotopes 241Pu and 238U, weak con-
straints were applied to these isotopes’ IBD yields. This was

accomplished in Eq. 7 by adding terms (�i � �̂i)2/✏2i for
238U and 241Pu, where �̂i and ✏i are theoretically predicted
IBD yields and assigned uncertainties, which were treated as
fully uncorrelated. Values for �̂i were taken from Ref. [4]
for 238U (10.1⇥10�43 cm2/fission) and Ref. [3] for 241Pu (
6.05⇥10�43 cm2/fission). Values ✏i were set at 10% of the
model-predicted yield, significantly higher than the quoted
Huber-Mueller uncertainties, in order to reduce the potential
bias to the fit.

The IBD yields from 235U and 239Pu, �235 and
�239, were found to be (6.17 ± 0.17) and (4.27 ±
0.26) ⇥10�43 cm2/fission, respectively. Allowed regions and
one-dimensional ��2 profiles for �235 and �239 are shown in
Fig. 3. The measurement is currently limited in precision by
the AD-correlated uncertainty in Daya Bay’s detection effi-
ciency, and by the statistical uncertainty in the measurements
�f . The 10% uncertainties assigned to �238,241 provide a
subdominant contribution to the uncertainty in �235 and �239.
This �235 is 7.8% lower than the Huber-Mueller model value
of (6.69±0.15) ⇥10�43 cm2/fission, a difference significantly
larger than the 2.7% measurement uncertainty. A measured
�235 yield deficit has also been reported using global fits to an-
tineutrino data from reactors of varying fission fractions [28].
The measured �239 value is consistent with the predicted value
of (4.36±0.11) ⇥10�43 cm2/fission within the 6% uncertainty
of the measurement.

By applying additional constraints on �f in Eq. 7, these
�235 and �239 results were tested for consistency with hypo-
thetical �f values representing differing sources of the reactor
antineutrino anomaly. If the anomaly is produced solely via
incorrect predictions of 235U, the measured �235 should devi-
ate from its predicted value while �238,239,241 remain at their
predicted values; enforcement of this additional constraint in
Eq. 7 produced a best fit higher by ��2/NDF= 0.17/1 (two-
sided p-value 0.68). A similar test of 239Pu as the sole source
of the anomaly yielded a best-fit value higher by ��2/NDF =
10.0/1 (p-value 0.00016). Requiring all isotopes in Eq. 7 to
exhibit an equal fractional deficit with respect to prediction,
the best fit was found to be higher by ��2/NDF= 7.9/1
(p-value 0.0049). Thus, the hypothesis that 235U is primar-
ily responsible for the reactor antineutrino anomaly is favored
by the Daya Bay data, with the equal deficit and 239Pu-only
deficit hypotheses disfavored at the 2.8� and 3.2� confidence
levels, respectively.

To investigate changes in the antineutrino spectrum with
reactor fuel evolution, observed IBD spectra per fission, S,
were examined, where �f =

P
j Sj , the sum of IBD yields in

all prompt energy bins. For each F239 bin depicted in Fig. 4,
the measured Sj values were compared to the F239-averaged
IBD yield per fission value Sj . The ratio Sj/Sj is plotted
against F239 in Fig. 4 for four different Ep bins. The common
negative slope in Sj/Sj visible in all prompt energy ranges
indicates an overall reduction in reactor antineutrino flux with
increasing F239, as demonstrated in Fig. 2. In addition, the
trends in Sj/Sj with F239 in Fig. 4 differ for each energy bin,
indicating a change in the spectral shape with fuel evolution.
In particular, the content of higher-energy bins decreases more
rapidly than lower-energy bins as F239 increases.

PRL 118, 251801 (2017)
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efficiency, the AD-correlated uncertainty is improved from
1.7% to 0.75% [9], and the AD-uncorrelated uncertainty
is 0.11% [37]. The uncertainty of the number of target
protons is 0.92% and is AD-correlated [5]. The reactor
power measurement uncertainty is 0.5% and is assigned
to be reactor-uncorrelated and time-correlated [5]. The
uncertainty of the energy per fission is taken into account [44].
The fission fraction uncertainty for the each isotope and
reactor is 5%, but the uncertainties of the four isotopes
are further constrained with the normalization condition and
the correlation matrix [5] and are assigned to be reactor-
and time-correlated. The spent nuclear fuel uncertainty is
improved from 100% to 30% [40]. The nonequilibrium
effect uncertainty is 30% [5]. The ✓13-induced oscillation
uncertainty is also included [40]. The uncertainty of the
energy differential yield of �eg further includes all the
energy spectrum uncertainties from the background shape
and detector response [37], in which the uncertainties in the
absolute energy scale is reduced to be less than 0.5% for Erec

larger than 2 MeV.
The predicted total and energy differential yields of the ith

isotope, (�5, �9, �1, and �8) and (�e
5
, �e

9
, �e

1
, and �e

8
) are

obtained by convolving the product of model prediction and
IBD cross section [5] with the detector response matrix. The
total yield predictions is defined as

�Pred,g ⌘ F g
5
�5 + F g

8
�8 + F g

9
�9 + F g

1
�1, (3)

where �i are the yields per isotope. Likewise, using the energy
differential predictions, �e

i , we define the predicted energy
differential yields

�Pred,eg ⌘ F g
5
�e
5
+ F g

8
�e
8
+ F g

9
�e
9
+ F g

1
�e
1
. (4)

The evolution plots of �Pred,g and �Pred,eg with F g
9

are
shown in Fig. 1. The differences between the measured and
predicted total and energy differential yields are also plotted
as a function of F g

9
in Fig. 1.

The uncertainties of �Pred,g and �Pred,eg are from all
sources involved in the effective fission fraction calculation
as described in Eq. 1, 3 and 4. Model uncertainties are poorly
defined and not included unless explicitly stated otherwise.

The total yield evolution is compared to the predictions
with two characteristic variables, average yield �̄ and
normalized evolution slope (d�/dF9)/�̄. The average yield
of �̄ and slope of d�/dF9 are two direct observables in Fig. 1.
The evolution of the predicted yield can be described as a
linear function of F9 for the observed range of F9. In addition,
if the prediction in Eq. 3 is off by a normalization factor ⌘, for
example, induced by large-mass sterile neutrinos [8, 45, 46]
or by a global uncertainty, e.g. from the detection efficiency,
the prediction would be

�PredN,g = ⌘(F g
5
�5 + F g

8
�8 + F g

9
�9 + F g

1
�1). (5)

The comparison in the normalized evolution slope
(d�/dF9)/�̄ is free of any normalization issue.

The total yield measurements in the 13 fission groups are
fitted to the following linear function,

�Lin,g = �̄{1 + [(d�/dF9)/�̄](F
g
9
� F̄9)}, (6)

with the �2 function,

�2 =
X

gg0

(�g � �Lin,g)(V �1)gg
0
(�g0

� �Lin,g), (7)

to extract �̄ and (d�/dF9)/�̄, where V is a 13⇥13 covariance
matrix determined by randomly sampling all the related
uncertainty sources described above. The best-fit results are
�̄ = (5.89± 0.07)⇥ 10�43 cm2/fission and [(d�/dF9)/�̄] =
�0.300 ± 0.024 with the �2 over the number of degrees of
freedom, �2/NDF, of 9.6/11. The dominant uncertainty of
�̄ is from the IBD detection efficiency and number of target
protons. The dominant uncertainty of (d�/dF9)/�̄ is from
statistics. The uncertainties from the effective fission fraction
calculation are not significant for them. The best-fit line is
shown in Fig. 1, and the results and 68% confidence level
contour are shown in Fig. 2.
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/fission]2 cm-43 [10σ
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Daya Bay 1958 days 68% C.L

HM 68% C.L. (EFF)

HM 68% C.L. (EFF+Model)

SM2018 68% C.L. (EFF)

FIG. 2. The measured �̄ and (d�/dF9)/�̄ and their 68% confidence
level (C.L.) contour is shown. The predictions of the HM and
SM2018 models are shown with their 68% C.L. contours with
effective fission fraction (EFF) uncertainty. The HM model 68%
C.L. contour including its model uncertainties [6, 7] is also shown.

For predictions, �̄ and (d�/dF9)/�̄ can be directly
calculated for a set of known fission fractions at Daya Bay.
A joint distribution of �̄ and (d�/dF9)/�̄ is obtained by
randomly sampling the effective fission fractions according to
their covariance matrix. The mean values and uncertainties
of �̄Pred and [(d�/dF9)/�̄]Pred are obtained with the
distribution. The results for the HM are �̄HM = (6.18±0.04)⇥
10�43 cm2/fission and [(d�/dF9)/�̄]HM = �0.387 ± 0.016
((6.18 ± 0.16) ⇥ 10�43 cm2/fission and �0.387 ± 0.018 if
including the model uncertainties [6, 7]). The HM prediction
in �̄ and (d�/dF9)/�̄ are rejected at 3.6 and 3.0 standard
deviations. For SM2018, the results are consistent with the
Daya Bay measurements. These results are shown in Fig. 2
and the best-determined lines are plotted in Fig. 1.

The energy differential yield evolution is compared to
models with the average yields and normalized evolution

3.0σ 3.6σ

235U 7.8%

_
_

239Pu OK
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Further Looking at the Spectrum

Experiments shift to get complex information - flux&spectrum 

• Essentially flux measurement for energy bins
Fuel evolution for several energy bins at Daya Bay

• Measured spectrum (average yield in each bin) not consistent 
with HM and SM2018 models

• Evolution slope fine for SM2018, small tension with HM
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Conclusions

Great progress in the measurement of the isotopic yields of the reactor antineutrinos both from 
LEU and HEU reactors shed more light on the RAA

• 235U yield lower than HM model and about the same as in summation model (SM2018)

• 239Pu yield consistent with both HM and summation models
More flux(&spectrum) results to come

• Possible combined LEU+HEU analyses e.g. PROSPECT+STEREO+Daya Bay

• New measurements from e.g. PROSPECT, RENO, JUNO-TAO)

Shift towards the complex flux&spectrum measurement needed to

• Further benchmark the prediction models across range of energies (e.g. SM2018 agrees with 
data for total flux, but does not match for each energy)

• Sterile neutrino mixing can be discovered by the oscillation pattern observation in the spectrum
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Extras
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Plots
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Extraction of IBD Yield

• Total IBD Yield

• IBD Yields for 235U & 239Pu

• Extraction of IBD yields for 235U (y235) and 239Pu
(y239)

• Detection e�ciency: 45± 1.3% (not finalized yet.)

• y235/y239 = 1.36± 0.06
• y235 = 6.32± 0.18 [10�43cm2/fission]
• y239 = 4.66± 0.26 [10�43cm2/fission]

 (f235, f239: fission fractions for 235U, 239Pu)

• y235/y239

Jinyu Kim (SJU, NEOS Collaboration) NEOS-II New Results May 30, 2022 16 / 20
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EXTENDED DATA FIG. 10. Antineutrino yield of 235U fission. Overview of the measured antineutrino flux from pure fission of 235U
(highly enriched nuclear fuel) relative to the HM model. For a direct comparison of data from different detectors with different thresholds
and resolutions, the quantity of interest is the ratio of the measured to expected cross sections per fission, �f . �f is defined as the integral
of antineutrino spectrum multiplied by the IBD cross section. The measurement by STEREO is the most accurate to date and found to be in
excellent agreement with the world average. For comparison, we also display the measurement from Daya Bay and RENO with commercial
reactors (lowly enriched nuclear fuel, green) although it relies on reactor evolution simulations to separate the contribution of 235U from other
isotopes.


